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THE INFLUENCE SYSTEM: AN OVERVIEW
 

The Influence System (IS) is, simply put, an innovation which deals with major challenges 
faced by Interest Representatives (IRs) at MEUS. It enables them to engage more with other 
participants, as well as to have a larger impact on the final outcome of the decision-making 
process. This is because IRs receive the opportunity to perform many of the activities that their 
real-life colleagues use every day to bring about change.

Each IR at MEUS receives their initial “influence” - the in-game capital, based on their preparation 
and the completion of a given task. Each day of the simulation, additional influence will be 
rewarded to each participant, with an opportunity for IRs to earn extra influence by completing 
specific tasks. The Interest Representatives’ Coordinator (IRC) is in charge of keeping track of 
each IR’s influence and informing them once per day of how much influence they have. This 
means that participants do not need to constantly keep count of how much influence they have 
left. IRs should focus on using the system creatively, so as to fulfil their strategy!

How will they be doing this?

Influence points will be used by IRs to purchase actions they feel will help them influence decision-
making, so long as their proposal is approved by the Interest Representatives’ Coordinator. All 
actions taken must be logical and effective. However, the Influence System leaves interest 
representatives with plenty of room for creativity. Therefore, each IR may propose an action 
which is not mentioned in this document and they can also suggest how much influence they 
think should be spent on it. If the proposed action is logical and effective, it will be approved! 
Please be aware that not all actions are equally ambitious. This means that the more demanding 
an action is, the higher the amount of influence is required to be spent.

The IS also allows Interest Representatives to combine influence with a fellow Interest 
Representative if they deem it appropriate. This means that interest representatives may 
purchase more influential actions and strategize together to achieve their common goals. 
Interest Representatives are strongly encouraged to consider doing so. Working in a team 
allows participants to better influence the decision-making process, but choosing the right 
teammate is also a challenge in itself.

Interest Representatives may also use this system to foster their cooperation with fellow 
Journalists, which may come in handy during the simulation. While participants are not 
allowed to use the IS to compel other participants to take a certain action, there are several 
options enabling you to utilize the power of media (see Rule 9)! However, it is up to Interest 
Representatives to make these connections. This possibility should not be overlooked as the 
media have great influence over decision-makers. Getting your ideas promoted or damaging 
the credibility of your opponent might just be the last step you need towards successfully 
completing your agenda! The options IRs have at their disposal if they utilize the Influence 
System to the best of their ability are almost endless.

 Fear not - even though the system might seem confusing at first, it is very easy to use once you 
get a grasp of its basic rules. The next section covers all the rules and everything you need to 
know about this handy tool and how to use it.
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THE INFLUENCE SYSTEM: RULES
 
RULE 1 - INFLUENCE
Influence is the in-game capital that interest representatives can spend on actions to try and 
steer the decision-making process their way or gain leverage in their personal interactions with 
lawmakers.

Influence is awarded at the beginning of the simulation, based on the quality of the prepara-
tion work realised by the participants. The base value shall be 100 influence points. Depend-
ing on the assessed quality of the Position Paper written by each lobbyist and of the Influence 
Strategy each one has designed, as well as on the completion of various mini-tasks IRs will 
be given during their preparation for the conference, this value can be added or removed up 
to 30 influence points, with a final starting capital of 70 to 130 influence points. All details 
regarding influence collection prior to the event will be communicated beforehand and partic-
ipants will be given enough time to complete each activity if they wish to do so. Participants 
who do not submit their Position Paper or their Influence Strategy by the given deadline 
will automatically begin with 70 influence points.

During Workshop Day, each IR shall be informed of the number of influence points they have. 
This value and its evolution shall be recorded across the simulation by the Interest Represen-
tatives’ Coordinator.

During the conference, Interest Representatives will gain 5 influence points each at the 
beginning of every day. They can, however, earn up to 10 additional points per day, by 
completing various challenges. Interest Representatives will receive the full list of challenges 
available to them during the Workshops’ Day.

 
RULE 2 - SIMULATION AND OUTER WORLD
Influence can only be used for actions pertaining to the outer world, meaning that no action 
can be requested that would require another participant to do something they do not want to 
do.

The term “participant” shall refer to an individual participating in Model European Union Stras-
bourg as a Minister in the Council (Minister), a Member of the European Parliament (MEP), a 
Journalist, an Interest Representative or an Interpreter. No action may be requested that 
would target an Interpreter.

The term “third-party” shall refer to any individual or organisation that is NOT part of the sim-
ulation but could, in real life, one way or another become part of the decision-making process 
of the European Union.
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RULE 3 - SPENDING INFLUENCE
Influence points can be used to request an action to the Interest Representatives’ Coordina-
tor and/or their assistants.

In order to do so, an Interest Representative should make a paper note stating:

 � their name;
 � the type of action they select (see Rule 8);
 � the action and its implementation strategy;
 � how many influence points they wish to be spent on the action;

This note should then be presented to the Interest Representatives’ Coordinator, who will then 
determine whether or not to approve the action.

Actions expressly targeting Ministers shall require additional influence points, as such political 
figures are harder to reach and influence than MEPs. The size and influence of the relevant 
Member State shall also be taken into account.

RULE 4 - SUCCESS OF AN ACTION
 The success of an action should be decided by the Interest Representatives’ Coordinator 
based on a range of criteria, including but not limited to:

 � The quality of the action’s description;
 � Its pertinence to the Interest Representative’s strategy and the way their organisation 

exerts influence;
 � The number of influence points allocated to it;
 � The general evolution of the simulation.

 

An action may thus be granted or denied by the Interest Representatives’ Coordinator. There 
is always a chance that an action might fail or bring unwanted results. The use of influence 
points is a way for Interest Representatives to show the effort and attention they place on a 
specific action, therefore the more influence points spent on an action, the less likely it is for 
an action to fail.
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RULE 5 - CONSEQUENCES OF AN ACTION
If an action is granted, the Interest Representatives’ Coordinator should do whatever necessary 
to ensure its effects are known and felt within the simulation. This includes providing the 
requested information, sending relevant participants the news of the development, ensuring 
the publication of relevant information, etc. Consequences of the available actions are listed 
in Annex II.

 
RULE 6 - ALL DECISIONS ARE FINAL
No decision taken by the Interest Representatives’ Coordinator regarding the success and/or 
consequences of a requested action can be challenged. The influence points invested in a 
failed action are always lost. Therefore, all proposed actions should be thought through 
in advance and requests should be properly filed to avoid any mistakes.

RULE 7 - LIST OF ACTIONS
The following actions can be requested by any IRs:

 � Launch a citizens’ lobbying action (“phone your MEP” or similar);

 � Get an article written in a national newspaper;

 � Have a third-party engage with a participant (party chairman, other minister…);

 � Provoke an event in a country or political group;

 � Materialise change (open a factory/office, stop a lawsuit…);

 � Arrange a protest (in front of the EP/Council/MEP’s office/Government’s offices, etc.);

 � Provoke an “event” in a Member State/City, etc. (a factory closing, a strike starting, a 
crime being committed…);

 � Commission an opinion poll on any topic;

 � Request a private meeting with a participant (subject to the participant’s approval);

 � Book a presentation slot in the Council of the European Union

 � ...

Each of these actions has an advised value in influence points that Interest Representatives 
should consider when making their requests (see Annex II). However, participants shall also 
consider other creative actions which might turn out to be useful.
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RULE 8 - JOINT ACTIONS
Two Interest Representatives or more can end up working together on certain aspects. Should 
several Interest Representatives request a joint action, this shall be mentioned on the request 
note, along with the details of their respective commitments of influence points. Consequenc-
es of an action shall be shared with all the involved Interest Representatives. This kind of co-
operation is greatly encouraged as it may lead to more ambitious and influential actions being 
accepted.

 
RULE 9 – WORKING WITH THE MEDIA
The Influence System may assist Interest Representatives in getting their message across by 
enabling them to purchase several actions and gain useful media coverage.

Interest Representatives will be able to buy limited advertisement time each day. Interest Rep-
resentatives might wish to use their advertisement time to promote their organization’s agen-
da, a specific agenda of their coalition, or to offer their time to a politician in exchange for their 
political support.

 Interest Representatives may also purchase publishing of one piece of gossip/disinformation, 
so long as their idea is approved by both the Interest Representatives’ Coordinator and the 
Journalists’ Coordinator.

In addition, if a Journalist agrees, it might be possible for Interest Representatives to purchase 
time with a fellow Journalist. However, Journalists are also participants, so they might want 
information in return! In such cases, Interest Representatives will have to provide requested 
information in addition to spending influence.

All of these actions might have a great impact on the success of an Interest Representative’s 
agenda, which is why taking advantage of these options is strongly advised. On the other 
hand, great tools are not cheap! Be careful when filing a request for one of these actions and 
make sure to offer an appropriate amount of your capital.

 

RULE 10 - LEAKS
Any Interest Representative can leak documents they get ahold of to the press… but the same 
is true for other participants, who can share the actions undertaken by Interest Representatives 
with the press. In addition, each time an action is undertaken, there is a slight chance it could 
be leaked to the press (leaving it to Journalists to decide whether to share it or not).
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RULE 11 - CODE OF CONDUCT
Interest Representatives are expected to agree to and abide by a strict Code of Conduct, 
which can be found in Annex I. This Code is an adapted version of the existing Code attached 
to the European Union’s Transparency Register.

 
RULE 12 – VIOLATION OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT
In cases of proven violation of the Code of Conduct, an IR will not be able to gain new influence 
points until the end of the conference. It is also highly unlikely that any further actions they 
request will be accepted.
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ANNEX I - CODE OF CONDUCT FOR
INTEREST REPRESENTATIVES
 

In their relations with EU institutions and their Members, Interest Representatives shall:

(a) always identify themselves by name and by the entity they work for or represent;

(b)  not obtain or try to obtain information or decisions dishonestly or by use of undue 
pressure or inappropriate behaviour;

(c)  not use the logos of EU institutions without express authorisation, or claim official 
affiliation with the EU institutions;

(d) ensure that, to the best of their knowledge, information which they provide is 
complete, up-to-date and not misleading;

(e)  in general, respect, and avoid any obstruction to the implementation and application 
of all rules, codes and practices established by any EU institution;

(f) not induce Members of the institutions of the European Union to contravene the rules 
and standards of behaviour applicable to them.

 

Failure to comply with the rules laid out in this Code of Conduct will result in sanctions.
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Name of the action Advised cost Consequences

Launch a citizens’ lobbying 
action

10 (small)
25 (medium)

50 (large)

MEPs [and/or Minister(s)] will receive 
notes informing them of citizens calling 
their office with a specific message.

Get an article written in a 
national newspaper

5 Relevant MEPs and Minister(s) 
will receive information about an 
article being published in a national 
newspaper.

Have a third party engage 
with a participant

from 5 (small 
figure) to 30 

(important figure)

A participant will receive a specific 
message from a third party. You 
should mention the third party you 
want to intervene and the nature of 
the message.

Provoke an event in a 
country/a party

from 5 (small 
event) to 30 
(large-scale 

event)

Relevant MEPs and Minister(s) will 
receive news of a situation developing 
in their country.

Materialise change Depends on the 
commitment

If you have made a commitment to 
another participant, this is how you 
ask for the IRC to send them a formal 
confirmation.

Arrange a protest from 5 (small 
event) to 30 
(large rally)

Relevant MEPs and Ministers will 
receive news of a protest taking place. 
Be careful, this can backfire if the 
attendance is low!

Provoke an “event” in a 
Member State/city, etc.

from 15 to 40 Depending on the kind of “event” 
you try to make happen, relevant 
participants will be informed.

Commission an opinion poll 5 per question 
for a yes or 

no question, 
increases with 

complexity of the 
question

You will receive an opinion poll with the 
answers to your question(s). Note that 
polls will be made public in any case at 
least 24 hours after you received the 
results. Also do note that complex or 
detailed polls required more influence 
points to be spent on them.

Request a private meeting 
with a participant

10 If the participant accepts, the IRC will 
arrange for you to meet behind closed 
doors with no unwanted ears.

Book a presentation slot in 
the Council of the European 
Union

20 You will have a time slot (at the 
discretion of the institution’s chair) to 
address lawmakers in the Council and 
answer their questions.

ANNEX II - ACTIONS
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ANNEX III – PIECES OF ADVICE
 

Always be clear when requesting an action. The more unclear your description is, the higher 
the chance that the action will fail and your influence points will be lost or your request backfires 
entirely.

Always think about the scale of your actions. Although asking for the German President 
to reach out to the German Minister and have them change their mind about a specific 
amendment could be a good move, it is likely to fail if it comes out of nowhere at the last 
minute. Proportionality and timing are essential for your actions to be taken seriously.

Always keep in mind the reality of the world we are living in. Do your research, and don’t 
ask for something your real-life counterparts wouldn’t dare consider.

Always remember that the most effective use of your time during the simulation is to go and 
talk to MEPs and Ministers during coffee and lunch breaks, as all the actions available to you 
under this influence system will never replace the ability to make friends by giving them 
advice and supporting and handing them pre-filled amendments! Make sure to engage in 
debates in the European Parliament as well, as it is a great platform to showcase your public-
speaking skills and expertise.

Finally, do not forget a team is stronger than an individual. Use the benefits of the system 
wisely! 
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